new products

As near as naked

New Australian bikini brand Nækd is all about loving
yourself and being confident. Owner designer Kelly
Mendoza has restricted the styles to three unique
sizes (beautiful, gorgeous and fabulous).
All Nækd bikinis are versatile as Mendoza only
designs pieces that are reversible to a solid and a print
so everyone can have the best of both worlds. She
uses the highest quality fabric with the aim of making
the wearer feel as close to being naked as possible.
The fashionable swim suits are designed for
minimal tan lines, to be worn around the house, to
sleep in, for dressing up and going out, for workouts
and of course – for swimming.
Contact: www.shopnaekd.com

Private greenery in an instant

Designer Plants Instant Garden Hedges and Vertical Gardens are
perfect for providing attractive privacy screens that look like real
plants. The artificial boxwood hedges, outdoor artificial hedges,
and instant box hedges are designed to easily attach to any wall
or vertical surface.
They are ideal for places where those vines just won’t grow because of aspect, shade or even proximity to the swimming pool.
They are the only company in Australia specialising in hedge coverings designed for walls and fences, and they have a wide range
of plants and green walls specifically designed for both indoor
and outdoor use.
Contact: designerplants.com.au

Now home owners can swim in freshwater pools
Home owners can now enjoy the benefits of swimming in fresh
water thanks to AIS’s new premium EcoLine chlorine generator. AIS
defines fresh water swimming pools as having TDS levels of between
1200ppm and 2500ppm – salt chlorinated pools generally have more
than 5000ppm.

AIS spent seven years adapting their multi-award winning commercial
technology so EcoLine could be released to the home pool owner.
AIS CEO Elena Gosse says that the demand for fresh water swimming
pools is growing worldwide as more families, particularly those with
young children, look for a balance between minimising pool chemicals
and knowing their pool water is safe and clean, as well as some who
simply want an alternative to the traditional salt water pool.
“With EcoLine, pool water is gentler on swimmers’ skin and hair, the
surrounding property and pool equipment,” she says. “It feels like
you are swimming in fresh water, yet you can remain confident in
the knowledge that you are protected from nasties like waterborne
pathogens and bacteria.”
Contact: www.aiswater.com.au
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